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Q. NO.1: Encircle the correct option:                                                      / 10 

1)  Norma made a scoffing sound. 

      a)  Pleasing            b) charming              c) ridiculous       d) appealing 

2)   Stumbling into the living room, she picked up the receiver. 

       a) Conversing         b) staggering      c) considering         d) murmuring 

3)    “This is the cleanest patch I’ve ever seen.” I bragged.   

             a) Cried                 b) Irrigated            c) Boasted                d) Wondered 

4)      Jess lost his plough in a furrow. 

         a) Valley             b) Groove               c) Stream         d) Barrow 

5)       Then why take the steep one. 

           a) Straight             b) Vertical          c) Strait               d) Narrow 

6)       A wondrous light will fill each dark round drop.  

           a) Bright           b) surprising          c) beautiful             d) dim 

7)       I hear leaves drinking water. 

            a) Bringing        b) Carrying                 c) Pulling          d) Absorbing 

8)     This is the Night Mail crossing the Border. 

           a) Track                 b) Bridge               c) Boundary           d) Lands 

9)      Sheep dogs slumber on with paws across. 

            a) Rest           b) Sleep          c) Satisfy                 d) Peep 

10)      My curiosity was aroused. 

             a) Wept           b) Slept             c) Dormant             d) Stirred 
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Q. NO.2: Answer these question:                                                      / 5 

  1) What had the doctors told man?  

  2)  Why had the old man planed his secret garden? 

  3)   Why did Arthur disagree with his wife?   

  4)    Why did Norma want to get $50,000? 

  5)    What does the Night Mail bring? 

Q.N0.3: Write a story bearing the moral lesson “Pride hath a fall”.    

/8 

Q.NO.4: Write a letter to your father about the progress in studies.   

/5 

Q.NO.5: Use the following pairs of words in sentences.        /3 

    1) Amiable, Amicable         2) Ballot, ballet        3) canvas, canvass 

Q.NO.6: Explain the following lines with reference to the context    /5 

                    And when the sun comes out,  

                After this rain shall stop,  

                A wondrous light will fill  

                Each dark, round drop; 

Q.NO.7: Translate the following passage into Urdu:                  /4 

                           Remember when we used to come here to hunt for squirrels? Remember when                       

we sat beneath these hickories and the squirrels threw green hickory shells down at us? 

The morning wind just at the break of day in August was so good to breathe.              
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